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ABSTRACT

The performance of muhiiayer structures as x-ray, soft x-ray and extreme ultraviolet optics is

dependent m the nature of the interfaces between constituent layers. Interracial structure and the

interaction between atoms at interfaces have also been demonstrated to have significant impact cn the

physical properties of multilayer materials in general and thus cn their performance in other applied

areas. As short summary of the approaches to characterization of interfaces in multila yer structures is

presented as background Two new techniques for the experimental evaluation of interracial structure

and interracial structure effects are then considered and examples presented. Model calculations for one

of these techniques which support the experimental results are also presented. In conclusion these

results are reviewed of and an assessment of their implications relative to multilayer development

given.

Keywords: mukilayers, x-ray optics, interfaces, stability, chemical reactions, transmission electron

microscopy,

1. Introduction

Interfaaal reactions between the elemental constituents in the component layers of multilayer

structures can have a substantial effect cn the properties of these advanced materials. For example,

the performance of nano-scale muhilayer structures as efficient reflecting X-ray (XR), Soft X-ray (SXR)

and Extreme Ultra-Violet (EUV) optic componen& is strongly dependent cn interface factors. Such

factors are both intrinsic to the nature of the interfaces between the layers and the materials in the

layers as well as extrinsic and determined .by the nature of the synthesis process, the erwironment
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during synthesis and substrate surface defects. ‘l’heimpact of such interfaaal factors has been clearly

demonstrated m the perfcnmance and stability of mukilayer x-ray optic elements based at the

molybdenunwibn binary alloy system. This material pair is most often used m the Extreme Ultra-

Violet (125 to 34o A) where it yields very high reflectivity optics that may be applied in imaging

systems to achieve diffraction limited resolution. Characterization and undemtamhg of the

interracial reaction processes snd stabiition of interracial reactions in this material pair as well as

in other short wavelength optics material sets appropriate to other spectral domains is thus crucial to

the development and application of these nano-structure materials as high efficiency optic elements.

Approaches to experimentally assessing interracial reactions and interracial stability are

reviewed and experimental results for two new approaches to interface structure effects presented and

analyzed. The performance of a mukilayer structure fabricated fmm mmponents selected m the basis

m of these nmv interracial character characterization &ch@ues are also presented. The paper is

mnclude dwithadhcusmm “ and summary intended to provide @dance in the development of new

muhilayer materials.

2. BACKGROUND

The earliest general approach to the effects of interface stmcture m x-ray optic multilayer

pel’fo~ was to measum the reflectivity of the multilayed and then infer from a total integrated

scatter (’ITS) analysis a scalar length assumed to be characteristic of interface imperfections. Although

this approach allowed comparison of results for different procsses or materials little understanding

could be gained from the data. The basis for this weakness is that there are several interracial

chemical and structural factors that must be rendered whose effects cannot be separated without

substantial additional data. The first efforta to provide this additional characterization were several

studies of the development of interfadl roughness or atomic interWf&s ion as individual films of the

mmpwnts materials to be applied in a mukilayer were deposited. The t=hniques applied in this

work were soft SXR scatterin# and ellipsomet#7. The results of this work provided substantial

guidance to the mukilayer optics community and enabled the first stages of the materials engineering

of mukilayer ~ S)(R and EUV optic stmdums. These efforts provided data that showed that there

were materials that exhibited very smooth growth behavior and appeared to have good x-ray optic

multilayer performance. Subsequently the primary effort centered onthedevelopment of more compIete

analytical descriptions* of the effects of imperfections. This then enhanced our ability to unfold the

magnitude of the effects of imperfections m mukilayer performance. More recently high resolution

b 9’10has yielded both quantitative and qualitative informationansmission electron microscopy (TEM)

providing substantial guidance to the efforts to develop higher performance multilayer structures.
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There has also been an interesting techniquell developed where a layer of one material is deposited and

then a layer of longitudinally varying thickness of a second material deposited m the first layer.

-p~thenobti~a~ of~e~oftheti~yermdpmvide a

measure of thedegree andtypeofchemkal reaction at the buried interface.

These physical characterization approaches all test a limited set of elements in a multilayer

they study a single interface or a single layer of a muhilayer compmmt material and thus only a very

small sample of a multilayer. In addition to establishing that a chemical reaction is ocmming at the

interfaces it is necessq to know the magnitude of the change m the multilayer period resulting from

that chemical reaction. On a broader basis, the interference phenomena on which the performance of x-

ray optic mukilayers is based integrates over the full area/vohnne of the mulfilayer illuminated. To

gain an increased understanding of the impact of imperfections on multilayer performance I believe it is

necessq to develop an experimental approach that provides detailed information about interfaces in

the multilayer obtained when it is being characterized in a manmr directly related to its application.

lhe implementation of two new physical techniques designed to contribute to these two areas is
.

ckussed in the next section.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SAMPLE FABRICATION

3.1 Interracial Chemical Reaction - MuMlayer Period

The first step is to calibrate the two materials to be used m the multilayer by detemining the

layer thicknesses deposited for each material as a funcdon of sputter deposition parameters and

substrate motion. % multiple period structure is then designed and fabricated so that the seqwmce in

mukilayer periods is dl:dz:d&d5 = 1:24A:16 starting at the substrate. This structure is then imaged at

high magnification in Crow+ectl“onby T’EM.The layer thicknesses expcted for each individual layer

are lmown from the initial calibration and the ratios and magnitudes of the resulting multilayer

periods from the TEM. This data enables quantitative meammmen t of the amount of material involved

in any interracial reaction and, as a result of the electron microscopy, an amesment of the structural

quality of the interfaces formed. These results enable an evaluation of the potential of a pair of

component materials and have the added advantage of establishing a characterization procedure th at

supporta further development of a given pair of mukilayer materials.

32 X-ray Standing Wave Fluorescence

The effects of an unknowninterface structure in a mukilayer m its properties are often only

available through measurements of the muhilayera performance. Therefore, access to an experimental

technique which enables characterization of interface structural parameters as a direct result of a
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standard x-ray optical rneasurement such as reflectivity isdesirable. It is well known that at the Bragg

peak an x-ray standing wave is established in a periodic structure* as a multilayern. At fixed X-

ray wavelength this stmding wave sweeps a distance of half the mukilayer period through the

mukilayer as the Bragg peak is scanned in angle space. lhe nodea and anti=nodeaof this standing wave

&Id sweep over the interfaces and, in prinaple, provide a probe for sampling the interface structure.

Samples were designed to determine the effects of interface imperfection m mutlilayer performance

using this characteristic of the diffraction process. The initial objective with these samples was to

determine the impact of imperfection position m the two characteristic interfaces cn performance. A

semnd objective was to extend the experiments to determine the role of other interface defects if

warranted.

Samples with a monolayer thick marker layer deposited at specified interfaces that may be

fluoresced by the standing wave field as it sweeps through the mutlilayer are desmibed and

experimental results obtained at the Stanford SynchrotronsRadiation Laboratmy BL -10 reported. ‘llvo

multilayer samples, 110 and 111, &signed to use the standing wave to sample interface stmctum were

fabricated and characterized. The multilayers wem synthesized using standard magnetron sputter

deposition techniques from carbon (C), tungsten carbide (WC) and tantalum (Ta) and had 61 periods of

32.28 A (110) and 3278A (111). The positions of the Ta marker layers are

Sample 110- (111) Silicon Substrate/C/Ta/WC/C/Ta/WC/C/Ta/....../Ta/WC/C/Ambient

Sample 111- (111) Silicon S*s@&/C/WC/Ta/C/WC/Ta/C/WC/Ta/....../WC/Ta/C/tiimt

~d-@kyerti~d-tim~=15.9&~= 15.6 Aand~. =2.25 A. Itis expected that

the Ta reacted with 1.25A of the carbon to form TaC resulting m the observed mukilayer periods. The

sektion of these materials was made on the basis of three materials properties. 1) WC is the highest

carbon containing compound in the W/C binary system so that compositionidly abrupt and potentially

smooth interfaces are expected for this system. 2) It was expected that the Ta would react with the C

to form TaC which is isostructud with WC. 3) Most importantly, the& absorption edges of Ta and W

are 9881 eV and 10~ eV, respecdvely. It is therefore possible to measure the reflectivities of these

samples at photon energies both below, at and above the ~ edge of Ta at 9881 eV. In these experiments

reflectivity was measured at energies of 9850,9379 and 9950 eV. Total standing wave fluorescence was

also measumd by placing a detector above and parallel to the multilayer surface and monitoring the

fluorescence intensity as a function of angle of inadence during the reflectivity measurements. The Ta L

absorption only occurs at energies at or above approximately 9881 eV so that scans as desmibed above
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enabled determina tion of the effects absorbers/im_ons at specific interfaces in this x-ray optic

multilayer.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND MODELING

4,1 Interracial Chemical Reaction - Madtilayer Period

~-pk~tiahmw~ d&@tohave @*of7~, 14 L~A, WAdllfi

and consisted of 248, 124, 62, 31, and 16 layer pairs, respectively, of the above dimensions. The

materials selected were molykknum carbide (M~C) and amorphous silicon (Si). Model calculations

indicated that the loss m reflectivity resulting from the carbon was minimal - about 2%. Also, it was

_ tit the M%C wo~d IW@ with the Si to fo~ a Mo#& compound blocking the growth of an

interracial reaction layer. MuXilayer structures were observable in the TEM for the four longest period

~ts~ ~ shown in ~P 1“~ interface qu~ty h V~ @with no discernible intermediate

chemical reaction layer at the interfaces. Pigure 2 shows small sections (10 periods) of the four

multilayer stmdums magnified to produce images that would be identical if m interracial reaction

occwred with line scans of the images. The periods are all smaller than the design values given above

by an average of 2.4A or 1.2 A/interface.Thenearly vertical lines at the ends of the line scans converge

top to bottom in F&me 2 This reflects the fact that 2.4A is a much larger fraction of a 14 A period than

a112Aperiod sothetotiti “tkkness is smaller i.e. the lines converge Very high resolution TEM

has shown that the MqC is da-crystalline and the interfaces are very smooth and abrupt in electron

contrast. These results indicated that this materials pair had the potential to yield very high quality

madtilayers.

M~C-Si mukilayers, operating at near normal inadence over the wavelength range w A to

320 A withy valuesrangingfrom 0.13 to 0.5 have been fabricated and characterized. At this time the

mukilayers are generally obsemed to have effiaenaes above 83% of that calculated for a perfect

multilayer. In several cases performance essentially equal to that predicted for a perfect stmctum was

observed. Pii 3 compares reflectivities measumd at two laboratories (n two separate samples

deposited on 1 irL dia. super polished fused silica substrates m the same sputtering nm to calculations

for an ideal structure. The agreement is excellent. We are punwing this observation to gain suffiaent

understanding to enable generalization to other materials as well as the ability to routinely reproduce

this result.

m mukilayer samples are performed at

42 X-ray Standing Wave Fluorescence Characterization

X-ray reflectivity and standing wave experiments

extreme grazing angles of inadence (Oto 3 deg.) by scaru&g angle at fixed photon energy or by scanning
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Figure 1. Transmission electron micmampy cmaasation image of a
multi-period mukilayer synthesized by mqpwtmn sputter
deposition on a 1“ dia. super-polished fused silica substrate.

d*l10.6A ‘Illlu!
i
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the four multilaverFigure 2. Small sections (10 periods) of
structures magnified to produce images that would be identical ii&
interracial reaction occurred are shown
images. If m interracial reaction occuned
exactly the same width.

with line scans of the
all the images would be

,
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Pigure 3. &paimental (8S deg grazing) and calculated reflectivities of a M~C-Si mukilayer structure

&signed to operate at 195 ~ at normal inadence The reflectivities were measured m two samples

deposited on 1“ dia. super polished fused silica in the same fabrication run at the National Institute of

Science and Technology (Tario) and at the Advanced Light Soume at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (I@ntcahn).

photon energy at fixed angle of incidence. Note, there are white lines m the edgea of Ta and W which

dramaticallyenhancetheireffecton thereflectivity at those energies. The Ta & edge energy used in

the remainder of this article was determined by performing an energy scan (EXAFS) at fixed angle of

incidence over the energy range 9780 eV to 9980 eV and detecting the total fluorescent signal as shown

m Pigure 4.. The white line maximum inthis EXAF scanis at9W9andi susedint heremainder of this

paper for the Ta edge (white line) position Measuring the reflectivity of these samples at 3979 eV

~ the effect of the interracial Ta

wave fluorescence.

The reflectivities at 9350 eV,

xnonolayers m the reflectivity

9379 eV and 9950 eV of

and thus, cn the standing

sample 110 ( (111) Si

mbstiate/C/Ta/WC/C/Ta/WC/C/Ta/....../Ta/WC/C/_imt) are shown in Figure 5(a) and are to be
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Figure 4. EXAFS scan of Sample 111 showing the Ta ~ edge white line position at 9879 eV

compand with values calculated aswming chemically abrupt and atomically smooth interfaces for

these same energies as &mm m Figure S(b). It is clear from these results that the effect of the

interracial Ta monolayer in this mukilayer is quite small. llte standing wave tluo~ data also

shows that the effect of the Ta is small. Very dtiferent results are found for sample 111 where the Ta

monolayer is placed at the other interface m the multilayer. The experimental reflectivities for

sample 111 at 9879 eV and 99S0 eV are dramatically decreased by the Ta monolayer as seen m Figure

6(a). Model calculations shown m Figure 6(b) give results in agreement with these observations. This

indicates that the Ta monolayer layer position in sample 111 is the most effective site for damping the

Bragg reflection standing wave in the muhilayer. Calculations of the standing wave field support this

in that in sample 111 the antinodes of the standing wave field have their rnaximamthe Ta

monolayer.

Figure 7 shows experimental standing wave fluoresceme intensities for samples 110 and 111 at

x-ray energies of 9850 eV and 9879 eV are shown as a function of k (= 4Xsin8/k) in Figure 7. The SWF for

these two samples are identical for 9850 eV x-rays. At 9879 eV sample 110 shows strong secondary

extinction m the Bragg peak as expwted for an efficient structure. Sample 111 exhibits a

stronglyattenuated primary extinction that indicates there is a strong loss mechanism operating at

8979 eV - absorption in the Ta layer. These observatbns form a consistent data set demonstrating
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Figure 5. (a) Experimental reflectivities for sample 110 showing essentially no impact m the

reflectivityy due the interracial Ta monolayer (b) Calculated reflectivities for sample 110 showing

essentially no impact on reflectivity due the interracial Ta monolayer as experimentally observed.
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Figure 6. (a) Experimental reflectivities for sample 111 showing a dramatic impact on the reflectivityy

due the interracial Ta monolayer (b) Calculated reflectivities for sample 111 showing dramatic

impact on the reflectivity due to the Ta monolayer and damping the standing wave as experimentally

observed.
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Figure 7. Experimental standing wave fluorescence intensities for samples 110 and 111 at x-ray energies

of9850eV and9879ev areshownasa fur@ion ofk(=4n sin6/X). The SWF at98!i0 eVfor these two

samples is essentially the same for 9850 eV x-rays. At 9879 eV Ssmple 110 shows strong semmbry
. .

~ on the Bragg peak as expeded for an effiaent skctum. Sample 111 exhibita a strongly

attenuated primary extinction that indicates there is a strong loss mechdsm operating at 8979 eV,

absorption in the Ta layer.

that control of the stmcture at a specific mukilayer interface site ia of primary importance to

performance. The general agreement between experiment and ca.iculation indicate that model

calculations can be applied to determine the relative importance of imperfections at the two interfaces

characteristic of mukilayer structures.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

One focus hereisonthe ~~ aPP~*= to ~ “ - gtheimportance of the many

structural &tOI’S that determme. the perhmance of )Q SXR and EW mukilayer optics. Note that

the optical constants of the multilayer components, substrate defects and other factors which may lead

to interracial defects are not considered. This mmpment of the effort examines the impact of

interfaaal defects in multilayer @r@urea irrespective of their origin. A second &us is m materials

selection for multilayer optics again with an emphasis on interfaces. In this case the emphasis is on the

properties of the materials as they are deposited cxw m another and the intrinsic growth

characteristics of the individual layer materials themselves. Both areas are mutuaUy complementary.

5.1 Bffect of Interracial chemistry

The primary emphasis of the characterization work reported m this paper was interfaces in

muhilayers. The first experimental technique was limited to a very small sampling of a multilayer by

the application of transmisd on electron microscopy to image muk-period shwtures m cross-section. We

demonstrated that it is possible to accurately determine the incrementai decrease in the multilayer

period &to interface chemistry and to assess the structural and chemical quality of the interfaces

formed using this approach. This approach can be generalized and applied to other material pairs as it

is not material specific.

5.2 X-ray Characterization of Interfaces in Multilayers

The second characterization approach was developed with the intent of sampling the entire

active volume in a given mdilayer structure. This was selected as the goal as diffraction integrates in

a complex manner over the whole volume of the sample which is illuminated. The approach taken was

to essentially ‘TAG” the interfaces with near monolayer thick marker layers which could be

selectively fluoresced by the Bragg diffraction standing wave field at appropriate x-ray energies. The

atomic distribution of this marker layer and its planarity can be unfolded from the standing wave

fluorescence data. In this work the effect of an absorbing layer at multilayer interfaces was explored as

it provided the clearest information on the relative impact of imperfections at WC cn C interfaces or C

on WC interfaces. These experiments demonstrated that the perfection of a specifk set of interfaces in a

muhilayer structure is primary to its performance. Additionally, the technique also provides access to

information concerning interracial roughness and atomic intdiffuw ionofrnaterials. This has not been

discussed as the general quality of the WC-C multilayer was excellent so that little could be gained by

a detailed analysis.
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53 summaIy

It is possible to quantitatively determme“ the impact of chemical reacdons at interfmes in

mutlilayers on the muhilayer period and on the structural and chemical abruptness of the intmfaces by

TEM characterization of specially prepared multi-period samples. Application of this approach

substantially accelerated the development of the M%C-Si mukiiayer system for which exceptional

results are currently being achieved and is a general developmental approach for mutlilayer materials.

Chemical Tagging of interfaces enables quantitative meawmmen tof the effects of interracial

imperfections cn multilayer perhmanm. Here we showed that imperfections at me specific set of

interfaces in the WC-C system dominated the impact of interracial impwfections m multilayer

perf~ ce. This is a general result that is applicable to the design of multilayers and the

development of a quantitative understanding of the effect of imperfections on multilayer performance.
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